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Abstract

According to Bayesian models of judgment, testimony from independent informants has more evi-
dential value than dependent testimony. Three experiments investigated learners’ sensitivity to this dis-
tinction. Each experiment used a social version of the balls-and-urns task, in which participants judged
which of two urns was the most likely source of evidence presented by multiple informants. Infor-
mants either provided independent testimony based solely on their own observations or dependent-
sequential testimony that considered the testimonies of previous informants. Although participants
updated their beliefs with additional evidence, this updating was generally insensitive to evidential
dependency (Experiments 1 and 2). A notable exception was when individuals were separated accord-
ing to their beliefs about the relative value of independent and sequential evidence. Those who viewed
independent evidence as having greater value subsequently gave more weight to independent testimony
in the balls-and-urns task (Experiment 3), in line with the predictions of a Bayesian model. Our findings
suggest that only a minority of individuals conform to Bayesian predictions in the relative weighting
of independent and dependent evidence in judgments under uncertainty.
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1. Introduction

We cannot personally collect and interpret evidence for every decision we need to make,
so we often rely on information from other people. Information shared by others can influ-
ence mental and physical health (Thoits, 2011), voter turnout (Bond et al., 2012), and risk
perceptions of COVID-19 (Dryhurst et al., 2020). These are examples of social learning:
reasoning based on information (or “testimony”) given by other people (“informants”) rather
than reasoning based on directly observed evidence. Social learners often learn quicker or
with greater accuracy than learners who do not receive social information (Derex & Boyd,
2018; Rendell et al., 2010; Morgan, Rendell, Ehn, Hoppitt, & Laland, 2012). However, the
relative advantage of social learning depends on the nature of the learning environment and
the behavior of informants (Perreault, Moya, & Boyd, 2012; Rendell et al., 2010). Social
information must therefore be used selectively, in proportion to the evidential value of that
social testimony.

Informants who are dependent typically provide less evidential value than informants who
are independent (e.g., Hahn, von Sydow, & Merdes, 2019; Whalen, Griffiths, & Buchsbaum,
2018; Soll, 1999; Mercier & Miton, 2019; Lorenz, Rauhut, Schweitzer, & Helbing, 2011).
Informants can be dependent if they use a common evidence source, share cognitive biases,
or communicate with one other before providing testimony. For example, three friends who
retweet the one original tweet (e.g., from The New York Times) are dependent on a shared
evidence source. Compare this to three friends who each retweet a different tweet (e.g., from
The New York Times, The Washington Post, and The Wall Street Journal). In most circum-
stances, you gain more information from reading the second set of independent retweets than
you do from reading the first. The first set involves redundant repetitions, while the second
set draws from a larger pool of evidence and is therefore more likely to provide a more accu-
rate or representative sample of the underlying truth (Dietrich & Spiekermann, 2013; Hahn
et al., 2019; Lorenz et al., 2011). As detailed below, the superior value of independent over
dependent social evidence is often assumed by normative models of judgment and decision-
making (e.g., Whalen et al., 2018; Anderson & Holt, 1997). The key issues addressed in the
current work are the conditions under which people are sensitive to the epistemic warrant of
independent information, compared to subtle forms of information dependency, and whether
individuals differ in such sensitivity.

1.1. Reasoning with dependent information

Previous work has shown that people generally give less weight to dependent social evi-
dence compared to independent evidence, when such evidence involves high levels of repeti-
tion or redundancy (Madsen, Hahn, & Pilditch, 2019; Mercier & Morin, 2019; Xie, Navarro,
& Hayes, 2020). For example, Mercier and Miton (2019) showed that people were unlikely to
be swayed by additional recounts of the same event (e.g., hearing additional retellings of an
individual’s one mistake at work did not affect the perceived competency of that individual).

It is less clear, however, whether people attach different weights to independent evidence
as compared to dependent evidence that contains a mixture of old and new information
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(cf. Unkelbach, Fiedler, & Freytag, 2007; Yousif, Aboody, & Keil, 2019). An example of
the latter would be when an individual repeats or “retweets” a message from another person,
but adds to or embellishes that message. Likewise, reports from different newspapers that
draw from the same primary source may add different details to their reports.

Such cases can be viewed as examples of sequential testimony. Sequential testimony occurs
when multiple informants each have their own private evidence and access to the public
testimonies of previous informants. Considerable work has examined judgments based on
sequential testimony in tasks involving intuitive probability judgments. This work has often
used a social variant of the classic “balls-and-urns” task introduced by Edwards, Peterson,
and colleagues (Phillips, Hays, & Edwards, 1966; Peterson, Schneider, & Miller, 1965). In
this task, learners use evidence provided across a sequence of trials to judge which of two
uncertain states of the world (i.e., which of two urns with different proportions of red and
blue balls has been selected in a random draw) is more likely to be true. On each trial,
the learner receives evidence in the form of a ball sampled from the source urn (e.g., a red
ball). In the social variant of the task (Anderson & Holt, 1997; Whalen et al., 2018), the
evidence on each trial comes from an informant who has drawn a ball (whose color is not
revealed) and who makes a judgment about the most likely urn (e.g., “I looked at my ball
and I guess the red urn was selected”). Sequential testimony is induced by allowing each
informant in the sequence to hear the judgments of previous informants before making their
own judgment.

Previous studies have shown that sequential testimony can trigger information cascades,
with those making judgments later in the testimony chain copying the majority view conveyed
by previous informants, rather than basing their judgments on their own private evidence
(Banerjee, 1992). Such cascades are thought to contribute to social fads that have inflated the
popularity of political candidates, financial forecasts, and scientific theories (Bikhchandani,
Hirshleifer, & Welch, 1992; Bloomfield & Hales, 2009).

What remains unclear, however, is whether people discriminate between the evidential
value of such sequential testimony as compared to an equivalent amount of independent tes-
timony (e.g., where each informant provides a judgment independently of other informants).
As detailed below, normative Bayesian models of judgment prescribe that, in most circum-
stances, people should give more weight to independent testimony than sequentially depen-
dent testimony. Previous empirical work on this issue, however, has provided equivocal results
about whether people are sensitive to this distinction.

1.2. Independent versus dependent sequential testimony

Whalen et al. (2018) outlined a Bayesian model of judgment using a sequential balls-and-
urns task. In this task, learners receive some directly observed data d (e.g., a ball drawn
from an urn) and social testimony from n informants (t1,…, tn). In this model, the posterior
probability of each hypothesis about the source urn (e.g., red urn or blue urn) is proportional
to (1) the prior probability of this hypothesis, p(h), (2) the probability of receiving the social
testimonies if this hypothesis were true, p(t1, . . . , tn|d, h) and (3) the probability of receiving
the directly observed ball if this hypothesis were true, p(d|h). In the dependent sequential
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Fig. 1. The posterior probability that the selected urn was the blue urn with independent or sequential testimony,
from Whalen et al.’s (2018) model of the judgment under uncertainty. As evidence accumulates along the x-axis,
the probability that the selected urn is the blue urn decreases with additional “red” testimonies, but increases again
with a final blue “own-ball.” Independent testimonies produce a greater decrease in probabilities than sequential
testimonies, and a smaller increase following a contradictory own-ball because independent testimonies carry
more evidential weight than sequential testimonies.

condition, each informant’s testimony depends on any preceding testimonies ti depends on
any preceding testimonies t1,…, ti−1. Thus, although the first informant interprets their own
ball based on equal priors for both hypotheses (because the urn was randomly selected),
subsequent informants will interpret their own ball based on revised priors that account for
previous testimonies (see Eq. 1). This causes informants later in the sequence to become
relatively more influenced by previous testimonies and less influenced by their own ball.

p(t1, . . . , tn | h) = p(t1 | h)
n∏

i=2

p(ti | t1, . . . , ti−1, h). (1)

In contrast, when the informants are independent, the probability of an informant’s tes-
timony is determined only by their private data (di), and how they map these data to their
testimony,1 as shown in Eq. 2.

p(ti | h) =
∑

di

p(di | h)p(ti | di). (2)

To illustrate the contrasting predictions for sequential and independent testimonies, these
equations were applied to source urns with complementary 5/6 and 1/6 distributions of differ-
ent colored balls. On each of three testimony trials, the informant, after receiving their own
private evidence drawn from the source urn, judges one of the urns (e.g., red) to be the most
likely source. There is also a final “own ball” trial, where the participant, who previously
received the testimonies, draws a different colored ball (e.g., a blue ball).

The resulting posterior probabilities for each testimony trial are given in Fig. 1 (see
https://osf.io/qng93/ for derivations). As each informant judges in favor of the red urn, the

https://osf.io/qng93/
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posterior probability of the blue urn being the source decreases. Note, however, that this
decrease is steeper across successive trials for independent than sequential testimony. When
a ball of the contrasting blue color is received by the participant, there is a larger shift in favor
of the blue urn in the sequential than the independent condition.

Whalen et al. (2018) tested these predictions in an experiment where participants received
either three sequential or three independent testimonies. Whalen et al. (2018) also included
a “shared” testimony condition, where all informants made judgments based on a single
ball that was shared between them. Informant testimonies always supported the same urn
(e.g., the red urn as the source urn), before participants received their own ball of the opposite
color (a blue ball). After receiving this evidence, participants rated the relative likelihood that
the balls had been drawn from the red or blue urn.

Likelihood ratings on the final trial indicated that participants attached more weight to
independent than shared evidence. However, likelihood ratings did not differ between inde-
pendent and sequential conditions (based on a frequentist statistical test) in two of the three
experiments conducted by Whalen et al. (2018). This suggests that, contrary to the Bayesian
account, people do not readily distinguish between the evidential value of independent and
sequential testimony.

One exception to this trend occurred only after a substantial change to the experimental
paradigm. Participants’ ratings did differ in the independent and sequential conditions when:
i) the evidence sample included a “diagnostic” ball that revealed the true urn with certainty
(i.e., a uniquely colored ball that was only found in a single urn), and ii) testimony was
not corroborating (the final informant always dissented from the previous two, presumably
because they drew the diagnostic ball). This result is consistent with other studies using
dissenting testimonies that have shown that learners can (imperfectly) distinguish between
independent and dependent testimonies when they conflict with each other (e.g., Otsubo,
Whalen, & Buchsbaum, 2017; Pilditch, Hahn, Fenton, & Lagnado, 2020). In our view,
however, this Whalen et al. (2018) experiment addresses a fundamentally different issue
from their previous studies comparing sequential and independent evidence. As soon as
the sequential testimony suggested the presence of the diagnostic ball, participants could
discard evidence from any previous testimony. In other words, the experiment primarily
tested whether participants were sensitive to the implications of perfectly predictive cues
(the diagnostic ball) over probabilistic evidence. Hence, thus far there is no clear evi-
dence that learners distinguish between the evidential value of independent and sequential
testimonies.

1.3. The current work

The aim of the current work was to advance our understanding of how people use inde-
pendent testimony compared to sequential testimony in judgments under uncertainty, and
whether all individuals do so in the same way. To address these questions, we extended the
paradigm used by Whalen et al. (2018) in a number of ways. First, whereas Whalen et al.
(2018) only measured intuitive judgments of probability at the end of the evidence chain
(i.e., after the participant had heard informant testimonies and drew their own ball), we
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queried participants’ probability judgments on each evidence trial. This richer data set allowed
for a more sensitive test of the contrasting Bayesian predictions in the sequential and inde-
pendent testimony conditions. For example, we could examine whether conditions differed
in the downward revision of probability estimates during the testimony stage (cf. left side of
Fig. 1) and in their “uptick” in probability estimates following the own-ball (cf. the right side
of Fig. 1).

The second advantage of more fine-grained comparisons between participant judgments
and model predictions is that this can reveal why people may fail to differentiate between
sequential and independent evidence. Such insensitivity may mean that people fail to discount
the information dependence of sequential testimony, treating sequential testimony in a simi-
lar way to independent testimony. This echoes arguments advanced by researchers examining
information dependency in other tasks, who suggest that people tend to reason appropriately
with the more straightforward case of independent evidence, but struggle to make the neces-
sary corrections for dependency (e.g., Enke & Zimmermann, 2017; Unkelbach & Rom, 2017;
Yousif et al., 2019).

On the other hand, it is possible that people do not sufficiently revise their probability
estimates when presented with independent evidence. Such conservatism in belief updating
has often been observed in non-social probability judgment tasks (Navon, 1978; Phillips &
Edwards, 1966). In the current paradigm, conservatism would mean that the observed esti-
mates in the independent condition resemble those predicted for the sequential condition.
These two alternatives—failing to discount dependent evidence or being conservative with
independent evidence—could not be easily distinguished in the one-off ratings obtained by
Whalen et al. (2018). In the current studies, however, we can distinguish them by comparing
the relative fit of Bayesian model predictions to the data from the sequential and independent
conditions, respectively.

A third important innovation in the current work was that we added elements to the
design that allowed for stronger tests of the Bayesian model predictions. In Experiment 1
and subsequent studies, we added informants to the evidence chain, amplifying the predicted
differences between probability estimates in the sequential and independent conditions. In
Experiment 2, we also added incentives for accurate performance and used a logarithmic
scale for intuitive probability estimates.

Finally, in Experiment 3, we examined the possibility of individual differences in sensi-
tivity to the implications of sequential and independent evidence. This possibility was never
considered by Whalen et al. (2018), but is suggested by other work. For example, individu-
als often differ in the extent to which they follow Bayesian prescriptions about the effects of
sampling on property inference (e.g., Hayes, Navarro, Stephens, Ransom, & Dilevski, 2019;
Navarro, Dry, & Lee, 2012) and classification (Ransom, Hendrickson, Perfors, & Navarro,
2018), and in how they combine prior probabilities and likelihoods when estimating proba-
bilities (e.g., Brase, 2021; Sirota, Juanchich, & Hagmayer, 2014). This suggests the possibility
that only a subset of individuals will show more belief updating in response to independent
than sequential evidence.
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2. Experiment 1

Experiment 1 reexamined people’s sensitivity to the difference in the epistemic warrant
of independent and sequential testimony. The study employed the balls-and-urns task used
by Whalen et al. (2018), but with some notable modifications. First, we tracked participant
judgments after each piece of evidence was presented. Second, we introduced conditions with
five and seven corroborating informants, in addition to the original three-informant condition
used by Whalen et al. (2018).

We derived predictions from the Bayesian model of judgment for each experimental condi-
tion and compared participant data against these predictions. This allowed us to examine the
extent to which people in the sequential condition factored information dependence into their
judgments, and whether those in the independent condition updated their beliefs in line with
Bayesian prescriptions.

Bayesian statistical analyses were used in this and all subsequent studies (Wagenmakers
et al., 2018). Bayesian analyses are particularly useful given that previous comparisons
between likelihood ratings in sequential and independent evidence conditions found null
results (Whalen et al., 2018). We used Bayesian analyses to produce Bayes factors that quan-
tify the odds of the data occurring under the alternative or null hypotheses. The larger the
Bayes factor (BF10), the greater the support for the alternative hypothesis. Conversely, the
greater the inverse BF01, the greater the support for the null hypothesis. As a guide, a BF10

from 1 to 3 provides inconclusive evidence for the alternative hypothesis compared to the
null hypothesis, from 3–20 provides positive evidence, 30–150 provides strong evidence, and
greater than 150 provides very strong evidence for the alternative hypothesis (Raftery, 1995).

2.1. Method

2.1.1. Participants
Participants were recruited from MTurk (n = 216) and Prolific (n = 120). The MTurk

sample consisted of U.S. residents, while the Prolific sample comprised residents of multiple
countries. We found no evidence of qualitatively different patterns between the MTurk and
Prolific samples, which is consistent with previous comparisons between the two platforms
(Peer, Brandimarte, Samat, & Acquisti, 2017). The total sample size was 336 (mean age
= 32.02, n = 122 women, n = 212 men, n = 2 nonbinary). In Experiments 1 and 2, we
aimed to achieve cell sample sizes that matched or exceeded those of Whalen et al. (2018)
Experiment 1 (i.e., cell n ≥ 50). A further 195 U.S. residents were recruited from MTurk
for a follow-up check of our independent/sequential manipulation (see Section 2.2.3 for
details).

2.1.2. Design and procedure
The study used a 2 (dependency: independent, sequential) × 3 (number of informants:

three, five, seven) between-subjects design for a total of six conditions. The dependent vari-
able was the mean likelihood ratings about the source urn on each evidence trial. Likelihood
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ratings were scaled such that higher ratings indicated greater belief that the source urn was
the urn implied by the participant’s own-ball, while lower likelihood ratings indicated greater
belief that the source urn was the urn implied by the informant testimonies. The experiment
was administered online using jsPsych (v.6; de Leeuw, 2015). Code and materials for all
experiments are available at https://osf.io/qng93/.

On-screen instructions first explained that the participant’s goal was to use information
provided by informants (“friends”) and their own draw from the urn to judge which of two
urns was more likely to be the source of all draws. Each urn was filled with 100 majority-
colored balls (e.g., red) and 20 minority-colored balls (e.g., blue).

In the initial informant stage (Fig. 2A), participants were introduced to three, five, or seven
friends. These friends were represented by silhouettes displayed below a name (selected ran-
domly from the pool of Sarah, Mary, Ann, Emma, Jane, Claire, and Lucy). Participants were
told that the friends also understood the ball proportions in the two urns and would help the
participant by sharing their best guesses (testimonies) as to which urn was selected.

Informants were shown one ball from the selected urn, sampled with replacement. The
participant never saw the color of these balls—they were represented visually by a gray circle
(see Fig. 2A). In the independent condition, informants were each situated behind separate
doors and each testimony was given after participants clicked on a door. In the sequential
condition, informants were viewed together but gave testimony in turn. Example testimonies
are shown in Fig. 2A. The testimonies always supported the same urn (e.g., each informant’s
judgment supported the “red jar”).

After each testimony was received, participants provided a likelihood rating on an 11-point
scale (Fig. 2B): “Based on my friends’ guess(es), how likely is it that the selected jar was
the blue jar or the red jar?” (scale: 0 = “Definitely the [jar implied by the testimonies],”
5 = “Equally likely to be the red or blue jar,” and 10 = “Definitely the [jar implied by the
participant’s own-ball]”). After making each likelihood rating, participants received the next
piece of evidence (informant testimony or own-ball).

After all social testimonies had been given, one additional ball was “randomly” sampled
from the selected urn and shown directly to the participant (e.g., Fig. 2A). In fact, this “own-
ball” was always the opposite color to the color implicated in informant testimonies. Again,
after the own-ball on the final trial, participants made a likelihood rating. The total number
of ratings made (four, six, or eight rating trials) varied with the number of informants (three,
five, or seven). The experiment lasted around 5 min.

2.2. Results

We derived model predictions using the Bayesian model specified by Whalen et al. (2018),
shown in Fig. 3A. The pattern of model predictions is similar to the more general description
given in Fig. 1, but the predicted differences between likelihood ratings based on indepen-
dent or sequential testimony are larger for the five- and seven-informant conditions than for
the three-informant condition. The full code to generate these predictions can be found at
https://osf.io/qng93/.

https://osf.io/qng93/
https://osf.io/qng93/
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Fig. 2. Summary of Experiment 1 procedure. (A) Participants received informant testimony given in separate
rooms (Independent) or in turn (Sequential). (B) Participants judged which urn was most likely to be the source
of the draws. The example shown here is the final rating taken after all informant testimonies and the participant’s
own private ball was presented. A similar rating scale, omitting reference to the “the ball you saw,” was presented
after each testimony.

2.2.1. Likelihood ratings
For the Bayesian t-tests, ANOVAs and linear regressions reported here, we used the default

Cauchy-distributed priors2 of the BayesFactor R package (Morey & Rouder, 2018). Mean
likelihood ratings for each rating trial are shown in Fig. 3B.

First, we assessed whether participants updated their beliefs about the most likely source
urn as they received successive pieces of evidence. The slopes in Fig. 3B suggest that mean
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Fig. 3. Experiment 1 model predictions (A) and participants’ mean likelihood ratings about the source urn (B)
model predictions and mean ratings of the likelihood that the source urn matched the participant’s private evidence
after each piece of evidence was received, by the dependency condition and number of informants condition. In this
and subsequent figures, model predictions show posterior probabilities multiplied by 10 and error bars represent
±1 standard error.

likelihood ratings did indeed decrease during the majority testimony stage and then increase
in the final trial, as per model predictions. In the majority testimony stage, a Bayesian linear
model with rating trial as a predictor provided a better fit to participant data than models
without this predictor, for each number-of-informants condition (all BF10 > 1000). For the
final uptick, Bayesian t-tests provided very strong evidence for an increase in ratings between
the penultimate and final trials for each number-of-informants condition (all BF10 > 1000).

The Bayesian model also predicted greater belief revision in the majority testimony stage
as the number of informants increased. To examine this, we calculated the linear slope
difference between ratings on the first and last testimony trials and examined whether
these slopes differed with the number of informants. Contrary to predictions, there was incon-
clusive evidence for an effect of informant number (BF01 = 2.65).

The most crucial issue concerns the effects of evidential dependency on belief updating.
Fig. 3B suggests that the belief updating functions did not differ substantially between the two
dependency conditions. During the majority testimony stage, likelihood ratings did not differ
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between independent and sequential conditions in overall value (no main effect of depen-
dency; BF01 = 5.94, 8.01, 2.25 for three-, five-, and seven-informant conditions, respectively)
nor steepness (no interaction between dependency and ratings trial; BF01 = 10.85, 30.59,
237 for three-, five-, and seven-informant conditions). The uptick in the final trial also did
not differ between independent and sequential conditions (BF01 = 5.21, 1.19, 4.40 for three-,
five-, and seven-informant conditions). Thus, participants’ likelihood judgments were influ-
enced by independent and sequential testimonies to a similar extent.

2.2.2. Comparing participant ratings with model predictions
Comparing the model predictions with observations in each row of Fig. 3 suggests that like-

lihood ratings in the sequential conditions were closest to model predictions. In contrast, rat-
ings in the independent conditions were conservative—ratings did not decrease to the extent
predicted by the model in the testimony stage. In the final trial, ratings in the independent
conditions also showed a larger-than-predicted increase.

This conclusion was supported by a comparison of the Whalen et al. (2018) model pre-
dictions to the data in each dependency condition (note the model does not have any free
parameters, so no parameters had to be estimated from the data). We used R2 as an overall
measure of model fit. R2 values were derived from linear regressions in which the model pre-
diction for each ratings trial was used to predict the mean likelihood rating for that trial. Two
separate linear models were used for the two dependency conditions. As there were four, six,
and eight ratings trials for three-, five-, and seven-informant conditions, there were 18 data
points in each of the two linear models.

Participant ratings were closer to model predictions in the sequential conditions ((R2 =
.74)) than the independent (R2 = .44) conditions. This difference in model fit was confirmed
by a Bayesian linear regression where the Whalen et al. (2018) model predictions and depen-
dency condition were entered as separate predictors of mean likelihood ratings. A regression
model containing the dependency condition gave a better account of the data than a model
without this predictor (BF10 = 23.45).

2.2.3. Follow-up manipulation check
Experiment 1 found little evidence that people differentiated between the epistemic weight

given to independent and sequential evidence in a belief updating task. One concern about this
null finding is that we did not check people’s understanding of the respective evidence condi-
tions, leaving open the possibility that individuals may not have interpreted the independent or
sequential testimonies in the intended way. To address this concern, we conducted a follow-up
study. This study replicated the five- and seven-informant independent and sequential testi-
mony conditions used in Experiment 1, but added a more extensive probe of the participant’s
understanding of the independent/sequential manipulation. The full details of the experimen-
tal procedure and results for this follow-up study can be found at https://osf.io/qng93/. After
completing a balls-and-urns task that was identical to that used in Experiment 1, partici-
pants in the follow-up study were asked the following forced-choice question: “You saw
[5/7] friends make guesses about which jar was selected. Which of these statements about
those guesses is most accurate?” The response options are shown in the following order:

https://osf.io/qng93/
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• The [5/7] friends did not hear the other friends’ guesses and did not see the balls given
to the other friends [correct response for independent condition].

• The [5/7] friends could hear the other friends’ guesses but did not see the balls given
to the other friends [correct response for sequential condition].

• The [5/7] friends could hear the other friends’ guesses and could also see the balls
given to the other friends.

• The [5/7] friends saw a single ball and then agreed on the best guess.

The distribution of responses across these alternatives differed significantly between the
independent and sequential conditions (χ2(3) = 33.13, p < .001). In the independent con-
dition, most participants (79%) responded correctly to the manipulation check question.
Accurate responding to this question was less common in the sequential condition (46% of
participants correct), but the correct option was still selected more frequently than any other
option (see https://osf.io/qng93/ for full details).

The pattern of likelihood ratings in the balls-and-urns task for participants in this follow-
up study (N = 195) was very similar to the empirical ratings shown in Fig. 3 (see https:
//osf.io/qng93/ for a data summary). Participants in this follow-up study updated their like-
lihood ratings in response to new testimonial evidence (BF10 > 1000 for five- and seven-
informant conditions). However, this updating was not sensitive to the manipulation of
evidence dependence in either the majority evidence (BF01 = 24.43, 34.16 for five- and
seven-informant conditions, respectively) or uptick stages (BF01 = 6.21, 5.46 for five- and
seven-informant conditions, respectively). Crucially, the null effect of evidence dependence
was maintained when the analysis was restricted to participants who gave the correct response
in the manipulation check (N = 122, majority evidence stage BF01 = 8.95, 16.11 for five- and
seven-informant conditions, respectively; uptick stage BF01 = 1.45, 4.26 for five- and seven-
informant conditions, respectively).

These results show that, although understanding of the independent/sequential manipula-
tion was far from perfect, this manipulation did lead to different levels of belief in the depen-
dence of the evidence presented in the urns task. Further, the null effect of dependence on
belief updating was not due to a misunderstanding of this evidence manipulation.

2.3. Discussion

Experiment 1 and the follow-up study found that people revised their beliefs about the
source urn in the expected directions as successive testimonies and/or own-balls were pre-
sented. The qualitative pattern of belief revision as new evidence was presented was gener-
ally consistent with the predictions of the Whalen et al. (2018) model. However, there was
no difference in patterns of belief updating between independent and sequential testimony
conditions, contrary to the Bayesian model predictions.

A key advantage of comparing empirical ratings with model predictions was that it sheds
more light on why people failed to differentiate between independent and sequential testi-
mony. Our model-fitting analyses suggested that many people underweighted the value of
independent evidence, leading to likelihood ratings that were quite similar to those in the
sequential conditions. This was true across the three-, five-, and seven-informant conditions.

https://osf.io/qng93/
https://osf.io/qng93/
https://osf.io/qng93/
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Such conservatism in response to independent evidence has been well documented with
the balls-and-urns task. Phillips and Edwards (1966) showed that participants often did
not update to the extent predicted by Bayesian models after receiving independent ball
draws. One reason that people may be conservative is because our everyday environments
rarely contain true independence between successive observations (Navon, 1978; Winkler &
Murphy, 1973). Thus, underestimating the level of independence may be adaptive (see Navon,
1978, for formal proofs supporting this claim).

It is unclear from this study, however, whether such conservative responding reflects a gen-
eral propensity to doubt the assumption of data independence or whether it reflects limitations
on the methods used to measure belief updating. Previous work with non-social versions of
the balls-and-urns task has suggested that conservative belief updating may reflect the lack of
incentive to use extreme ends of the response scale or the use of a linear rather than logarith-
mic scale for intuitive probability judgments (Phillips & Edwards, 1966). These issues were
examined in Experiment 2.

3. Experiment 2

This experiment tested procedural explanations of the conservative updating found in the
independent testimony condition of Experiment 1. We again compared belief updating fol-
lowing independent and sequential testimony but added financial incentives for accurate belief
estimation and a logarithmic response scale for rating the likelihood of the source urn. These
innovations were inspired by previous work using “non-social” versions of the balls-and-
runs task.

Phillips and Edwards (1966) suggested that participants may update their beliefs in a
Bayesian manner, but may be conservative in the way they express this in numerical ratings,
showing reluctance to use the extremes of a response scale when warranted. Adding incentive
payoffs for “accurate” updating (i.e., in line with Bayesian predictions) reduced conserva-
tive responding, although it did not entirely eliminate it. Hence, in the current Experiment 2,
participants were told they could double their earnings if their final likelihood rating closely
approximated Bayesian predictions.3

A second reason why participants’ likelihood ratings may not reflect underlying beliefs
about the strength of the evidence relates to the type of response scale used. Phillips and
Edwards (1966) tested different response scales and found that participants made judgments
that were closer to Bayesian predictions when they used a log-odds scale, compared to those
who used verbal odds, log probabilities, or probabilities on a linear scale.

In addition, we introduced practice trials before the experimental trials. The practice trials
provided direct experience with the stochastic nature of the balls-and-urns task and showed
how minority-colored balls could be drawn. This should help participants understand why an
informant in a sequential cascade might provide a testimony that did not match the ball they
had received.
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Fig. 4. Response scale used in Experiment 2. The example shown here is the final rating taken after all informant
testimonies, and the participant’s own private ball were presented. The same scale, omitting reference to “the ball
you saw,” was presented after each testimony. The increments of this 11-point scale were approximately consistent
with a log scale.

3.1. Method

3.1.1. Participants
Participants were 206 US residents recruited from MTurk. We excluded 12 participants

who failed an attention check question, leaving a final sample size of 194 (mean age = 35.34,
n = 62 female, n = 132 male).

3.1.2. Design and procedure
The study used a 2 (dependency: independent, sequential) × 2 (number of informants:

5, 7) between-subjects design. All participants were incentivized, and all responded on the
log-odds scale. We did not run a three-informant condition because, when converted to a log-
odds scale, the Bayesian model predictions for the independent and sequential conditions only
differed when there were more than three informants providing evidence— see https://osf.io/
qng93/. The general procedure was similar to Experiment 1, but with three key differences.

First, after task instructions, participants completed two practice trials. On each trial, par-
ticipants were shown a grayed-out jar (that could not be discerned as either the blue or red jar)
and were prompted to draw a ball by clicking an on-screen button. A randomly sampled ball
was then shown, according to the ball proportions known to the participant (i.e., 5/6 majority-
color ball, 1/6 minority-color ball). This process was repeated for 12 balls. Then, participants
provided a likelihood rating (scale described below), before being shown which jar had been
selected. An alternative jar was selected for the second trial, which proceeded in the same
manner. Note that these practice trials did not include any informant testimonies.

Second, a log-odds scale replaced the linear response scale used in Experiment 1. The scale
used (Fig. 4) was similar to that used by Phillips and Edwards (1966). The scale had 11 points
like the likelihood rating scale used in Experiment 1, and the increments between points were
approximately consistent with a log scale (i.e., more sensitive at smaller values).

The third change was the addition of a monetary incentive for responding in line with
Bayesian predictions. After the practice trials, participants were told about the opportunity to

https://osf.io/qng93/
https://osf.io/qng93/
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Fig. 5. Experiment 2 model predictions (A) and participants’ mean ratings about the source urn (B) model predic-
tions and mean ratings of the likelihood that the source urn matched the participant’s private evidence after each
testimony/ball draw.

win a bonus payment. The instructions stated that we would look at their judgments across
the task, and “If at the end of the task, you have given the correct rating, or one rating either
side, we will pay you an additional $0.90” (see https://osf.io/qng93/ for full instructions).

3.2. Results and discussion

Mean likelihood ratings and model predictions are shown in Fig. 5. To generate model
predictions for this new response scale, we took the posterior probabilities from the Whalen
et al. (2018) model, calculated the odds ratio, then selected the point on the 11-point response
scale that was closest to that odds ratio. These calculations are available at https://osf.io/
qng93/. The model predictions using this log-odds scale generate larger dependency effects
compared to the original model predictions on the linear scale.

We ran repeated-measures Bayesian ANOVAs to assess participants’ ratings during the
testimony stage, and Bayesian t-tests to assess ratings following the final own-ball. Separate
Bayesian ANOVAs were run for the five-informants and seven-informants conditions.

With five informants, there was inconclusive evidence against the main effect of depen-
dency (BF01 = 1.03) and strong evidence against an interaction effect between dependency
and ratings trial (BF01 = 69.04). Hence neither overall mean ratings nor the steepness of
slopes of the likelihood ratings differed between independent and sequential conditions. The
Bayesian t-test showed that the upticks following the final own-ball also did not differ between
five-informant independent and sequential conditions (BF01 = 3.79).

With seven informants, there was strong evidence supporting the main effect of dependency
(BF10 = 82.55) during the testimony stage. However, Fig. 5 shows that the effect was in the

https://osf.io/qng93/
https://osf.io/qng93/
https://osf.io/qng93/
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Fig. 6. Ratings from 12 individuals in Experiment 2 illustrate that response patterns often differed widely within
each dependency condition.

opposite direction to model predictions—on average, independent ratings were higher than
sequential ratings, when they should have been lower. We speculate that participants grew
suspicious of seven identical but supposedly independent, testimonies. Seven informants each
receiving the same majority-colored ball is relatively unlikely under a binomial distribution
(p = .28). Moreover, people often perceive long “streaks” of identical outcomes as evidence of
a non-random data-generating process (Burns & Corpus, 2004). Thus, participants may have
(over-)corrected for perceived dependence in the seven-informant independent conditions. As
with five informants though, the final upticks following the own-ball were similar between
independent and sequential conditions (BF01 = 2.98).

As in Experiment 1, participants’ ratings were closer to model predictions in the sequen-
tial condition (R2 = .83) than in the independent condition (R2 = .33), aggregated across
number-of-informant conditions. Again, Fig. 5 suggests that the lack of a difference in belief
updating between dependency conditions was mostly due to conservative responding in the
independent conditions.

In sum, we again found no clear evidence that participants updated beliefs differently in
response to independent testimony compared to sequential social testimony, even when par-
ticipants completed practice trials, were incentivized, and provided with a log-odds response
scale. These data reinforce the view that people often find it difficult to see the difference in
the epistemic value of independent and sequential social evidence.

As in Experiment 1, the model-based regression analyses suggested that belief updating
in the independent evidence condition showed conservative updating relative to the predic-
tions of the Bayesian model. It is important to remember, however, that up to this point, such
conclusions have been based on judgments aggregated across participants. This aggregation
obscures individual variability in belief updating patterns. Fig. 6 shows a sample of individual
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likelihood ratings from Experiment 2, which were chosen from the five-informant conditions
to illustrate the variability of responses. These profiles highlighted that, within dependency
conditions, identical testimonies could lead to a variety of individual patterns of belief updat-
ing. For example, participant 38 updated with each successive independent testimony, while
participant 43 seems uninfluenced by later testimonies. In contrast, participant 44 updated
with every subsequent sequential testimony.

Given such within-group variability, Experiment 3 examined the possibility that subgroups
of participants may have different prior beliefs about the relative value of independent and
dependent evidence and this may influence whether individuals update their beliefs in a
Bayesian manner.

4. Experiment 3

The Bayesian model of belief updating assumes that (a) people recognize the difference
in the epistemic value of independent and dependent social evidence and (b) use a process
analogous to Bayes’ rule to update their beliefs as independent or dependent evidence is
encountered. This study examines the possibility that the lack of sensitivity to information
dependency in the previous studies was because the first of these assumptions does not hold
for a substantial proportion of our participants. That is, some participants do not believe that
independent evidence is indeed more valuable than dependent evidence.

Relatively little previous work has directly probed participant beliefs about the relative
value of independent and dependent evidence for judgments under uncertainty. However,
there is some evidence that suggests heterogeneity in such beliefs. Pilditch et al. (2020),
for example, presented participants with plane crash reports from two investigators, who
both concluded that a plane was sabotaged. These corroborating reports were either com-
pleted sequentially, with the second investigator completing their report after accessing the
first investigator’s report, or independently, so that both investigators completed their reports
without seeing the other report. When participants were asked which set of reports provided
more support for the plane being sabotaged, just under 50% thought the independent case
was stronger. Around 40% of participants believed that both forms of evidence were equally
strong, while around 10% thought the dependent, sequential case was stronger.

In a similar vein, Yousif et al. (2019) presented learners with multiple statements support-
ing some claims (e.g., a new tax policy will benefit the Swedish economy). These statements
came from secondary sources (e.g., newspapers) either reporting on a different, independent
primary source each (“true consensus”) or secondary sources that all relied on the same pri-
mary source (“false consensus”). When participants were asked which type of consensus
would be more “believable,” 50% of participants favored true consensus, with 16% favoring
false consensus, and the remaining 33% seeing true and false consensus as equally believable.

It is possible, therefore, that many individuals completing our social balls-and-urns judg-
ment task may have had a prior belief that sequential testimony should carry as much
(or possibly more) weight as independent testimony. This could explain why the aggregated
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likelihood judgments of those in the independent conditions of Experiment 1 were not distin-
guishable from those in the sequential condition.

To address this possibility, in Experiment 3 participants were given a more detailed expla-
nation of the difference between independent and sequential social evidence before choos-
ing which type of evidence they believed to be more convincing. They were also asked to
justify this choice. We then manipulated information dependency within subjects; all par-
ticipants completed both an independent and sequential version of the balls-and-urns task.
This allowed us to examine individual sensitivity to dependency in belief updating and to
relate such sensitivity back to individuals’ stated beliefs about the value of independent
information.

We expected that those who did not endorse independent over sequential information would
show belief updating patterns similar to those found in the previous experiments. However,
those who explicitly endorsed independent evidence as more valuable were expected to update
their beliefs in a manner more consistent with Bayesian predictions—more updating follow-
ing independent as compared with sequential testimony.

4.1. Method

4.1.1. Participants
Participants were 212 U.S. residents recruited from MTurk. We excluded 12 participants

who failed an attention check question, leaving a final sample size of 200 (mean age = 37.04,
n = 76 women, n = 123 men, n = 1 non-binary). It was not possible to make an a priori
estimate of the number of participants who would endorse the alternative options in our pre-
test of preference for independent or sequential evidence. To allow for adequately powerful
comparisons between these naturally occurring groups, we therefore recruited a larger sample
than was used in the previous experiments.

4.1.2. Design and procedure
Evidential dependency (independent vs. sequential) was manipulated within subjects, while

the number of informants (three, five) was manipulated between subjects. We did not use
the seven-informant condition because it was difficult to show seven example testimonies
onscreen (see below description of how testimonies were presented). Moreover, Experi-
ment 2 suggested that participants doubted that seven independent informants would give
the same testimony.

Except as noted below, the general procedure was similar to that used in the previous exper-
iments. Prior to experimental trials, participants completed practice trials like those in Exper-
iment 2. The response scale was the 0–11 likelihood rating scale used in Experiment 1.

The two modifications to the procedure were as follows: (a) interrogation of participants’
prior beliefs about the value of independent versus sequential testimony and (b) within-
subjects manipulation of independent and sequential versions of the balls-and-urns tasks.
Before completing the balls-and-urns task, participants were given an additional explana-
tion of independent versus sequential testimony. As illustrated in Fig. 7A, these instruc-
tions contrasted the lack of access to other friends’ guesses in the independent case with the
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Fig. 7. Experiment 3 (A) instructions explaining independent versus sequential information and (B) examples of
independent and sequential information provided to participants. After the general balls-and-urns task instructions,
participants were given (A) extra comparative detail about independent and sequential testimony (in randomized
order) and (B) examples of each type of testimony.

consideration of previous guesses in the sequential case. Next, participants saw each case
illustrated with gray and white urns (different colors from those used in the main task), as
shown in Fig. 7B. Each informant’s testimony was revealed one at a time, accumulating on
the screen, with all testimonies supporting the gray urn. The instructions did not indicate
which type of evidence should be viewed as stronger or more convincing.

Both sequential and independent example testimonies remained on-screen while a
question appeared at the bottom of the screen: “In your opinion, which set of social
information provides stronger evidence for the gray jar being the selected jar?” The forced-
choice response options were “Independent information,” “Sequential information,” or “Both
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provide equal evidence.” Participants were asked to justify their response (“Why did you
choose that answer?”), typing their answers into a text box.

All participants subsequently completed both an independent and a sequential version of
the task, with task order randomized across participants. Different colored balls and urns
(red/blue; purple/green) were used for each version. Assignment of ball/urn colors to versions
was randomized for each participant. In between the two dependency versions of the task,
instructions stated how the dependency would change (see https://osf.io/qng93/ for verbatim
instructions). The procedure for the respective independent and sequential testimony tasks
followed that of the analogous conditions in Experiment 1.

4.2. Results and discussion

4.2.1. Preference for independent versus sequential evidence
In the forced-choice question, 38.5% of participants chose “independent information”

as the more convincing form of evidence (n = 77), 36.5% chose “sequential information”
(n = 73), and 25% expressed no preference (“both equal”; n = 50). These percentages might
be seen as implying that participants chose randomly. However, the open-ended justifications
indicated that choices were based on deliberation about the options—with different choices
associated with different types of justifications. Those who endorsed “independent informa-
tion” most often justified this with reference to avoiding the biases created by information
dependency (e.g., “Because with this method, you can be sure that they did not influence one
another and that there is no bias”). In contrast, those who endorsed “sequential information”
often claimed that informant consensus improves evidence quality (e.g., “With Sequential you
get more information as you go, which should lead to a better guess”). Those who endorsed
“both” most often justified this on the basis of the similarity between claims based on the two
types of testimony (e.g., “Because everyone arrived at the same conclusion”). These partic-
ipants appeared to be employing a simple counting rule (e.g., three guesses for red = three
guesses for red). All justifications, and details of interrater reliability in the classification of
judgments, are available at https://osf.io/qng93/.

4.2.2. Aggregate likelihood ratings
For comparison with previous studies, we began with an analysis of aggregate mean like-

lihood ratings (i.e., not segregating according to the preferred types of evidence). As in
previous studies, participants revised their beliefs about the source urn downwards with addi-
tional testimonies and upwards after receiving their own-ball, in both the three- and five-
informant conditions (all BF10 > 1000). The within-subjects manipulation of independent
and sequential testimony, however, still failed to produce evidence of sensitivity to depen-
dency in these aggregated data. There was moderate evidence favoring the null hypotheses
for comparisons between likelihood ratings in the independent and sequential conditions in
overall value (BF01 = 5.99, 2.79 for three- and five-informant conditions, respectively). Like-
wise, there was moderate evidence favoring the null hypothesis of no difference between the
slopes of likelihood ratings in independent and sequential testimony conditions (BF01 = 7.26,
9.64 for three- and five-informant conditions, respectively). The size of the final uptick also

https://osf.io/qng93/
https://osf.io/qng93/
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Fig. 8. Experiment 3 Model predictions and participants’ mean likelihood ratings. Model predictions and mean
ratings of the likelihood that the source urn matched the participants’ private evidence after each testimony or
ball draw. Mean likelihood ratings are shown for participants who judged independent information to be most
convincing (B), judged independent and sequential information as equally convincing (C), or judged sequential
information as most convincing (D). The two rows display the three- and five-informants conditions.

did not differ between independent and sequential conditions (BF01 = 5.02, 4.21 for three-
and five-informant conditions, respectively). This replication of the belief revision found in
the earlier experiments is notable given the new procedural features in this study, including
the within-subjects manipulation of dependency.

4.2.3. Individual differences in preference for independent versus sequential evidence
The next set of analyses was similar to those above except that evidence preference was

added as a between-subjects factor with three levels (prefer independent, prefer sequential,
no preference). In three-informant conditions, there was moderate evidence against the main
effect of evidence preference (BF01 = 45.65) and against the interaction between evidence
preference and dependency (BF01 = 21.17). However, with five informants, there was very
strong evidence for the main effect of evidence preference (BF10 > 1000) and moderate evi-
dence for an interaction between evidence preference and dependency (BF10 = 8.33).

The right panels of Fig. 8 suggest that, in the five-informant condition, those who endorsed
independent evidence were more likely to differentiate between independent and sequen-
tial evidence than other individuals. Follow-up analyses confirmed that these “independence
endorsers” did differentiate between independent and sequential testimonies. These partici-
pants gave lower mean ratings overall (BF10 = 235) and showed a steeper reduction in like-
lihood ratings (BF10 = 3.49) following independent testimonies than sequential testimonies
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(Fig. 8B).4 Fig. 8B also shows that participants who endorsed independent testimony were
less conservative when updating from independent testimony than other participants.

In contrast, those who preferred “sequential information” gave similar likelihood ratings
in the independent and sequential conditions (all BF01 > 5.61). Likewise, participants who
chose the “both” option did not show sensitivity to evidential dependency—giving similar
likelihood ratings in the independent and sequential conditions during the testimony stage
(all BF01 > 6.52).

The trends reported above were reinforced by a comparison of ratings given by each
preference group to Bayesian model predictions. Linear regression analyses revealed that
the responses of those who preferred “independent information” were closer to Bayesian
model predictions (R2 = .85) than participants who selected “both” (R2 = .60) or “sequential
information” (R2 = .36). To examine the robustness of these apparent group differences in
model fit, we entered Whalen et al. (2018) model predictions and individuals’ evidence pref-
erence (independent, sequential, both) as predictors in a Bayesian linear regression. Because
evidential dependency in the balls-and-urns task was manipulated within-subjects in this
experiment, the dependent measure in the regression was the difference between participant
likelihood ratings on each trial in the independent and sequential conditions. The Bayesian
linear regression found that participant ratings were better explained by the regression model
that included both model predictions and forced-choice preference (with three levels) as pre-
dictors, compared to the model without evidence preference (BF10 = 187).

The finding that evidence preference did not affect likelihood ratings in the three-informant
condition suggests that the number of informants, or the number of evidence trials more
broadly, is important. Three informants appear to be too few for participants to distinguish
independent from sequential testimonies, even when participants explicitly recognize the rel-
ative superiority of independent evidence.

Experiment 3 shows that sensitivity to evidential dependency in the balls-and-urns task
depended on participants’ general beliefs about the relative value of independent and sequen-
tial information. Participants in the five-informant condition who endorsed independent infor-
mation as the stronger form of evidence subsequently revised their beliefs in a manner
that generally conformed to the predictions of the Bayesian model. By contrast, those who
endorsed sequential evidence as stronger, or who expressed no preference, showed a pat-
tern of belief revision similar to the aggregate data in our previous experiments—they did
not differentiate between independent and sequential evidence when making intuitive likeli-
hood judgments.

5. General discussion

The aim of the current work was to advance our understanding of the conditions under
which people discriminate between the value of independent and dependent social evidence
when making judgments under uncertainty. Across three experiments, we found that con-
sistent with the qualitative predictions of a Bayesian model (Whalen et al., 2018), partici-
pants revised their beliefs about two possible states of the world as they received successive
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testimonial and private evidence. However, contrary to the model predictions, most partici-
pants did not differentiate between the weight they attached to independent and sequential
testimony when revising beliefs. This insensitivity persisted when there were as many as
seven informants providing evidence (Experiment 1), when there were incentives for accu-
rate performance and people could respond on a log scale (Experiment 2), and when there
was a detailed explanation of the differences between the two types of evidence (Experiment
3).

A crucial exception was revealed in Experiment 3, where we examined people’s beliefs
about the relative value of independent and sequential evidence. A substantial minor-
ity (around 39%) expressed a general preference for independent information. Of these
independence endorsers, those who heard from five informants showed more belief updat-
ing from independent testimony than from sequential testimony. In other words, participants
whose prior beliefs aligned with the assumptions of the Bayesian model and were exposed to
more than three informant testimonies produced likelihood ratings that were more consistent
with Bayesian predictions.

5.1. Belief updating and preferences for independent or dependent evidence

In the aggregated data from Experiments 1 and 2, we found that belief updating with inde-
pendent evidence was conservative relative to Bayesian predictions. In these cases, those
in the sequential evidence condition showed patterns of belief revision that were closer to
the predictions of the Bayesian model. On reflection, the finding of conservative responding
in the independent conditions may not seem too surprising, given that outside the labora-
tory, true independence between information sources may be rare (Corner, Harris, & Hahn,
2010; Navon, 1978; Winkler & Murphy, 1973). To return to our initial example, three seem-
ingly independent tweets from independent news sources may ultimately share common data.
Hence, the adaptive learner may adjust for assumed dependence, even in experimental con-
texts like ours where the instructions and experimental procedure were intended to convey
independence (Connor Desai, Xie, & Hayes, 2022).

Crucially, however, Experiment 3 suggests that the apparent conservatism found in Exper-
iments 1 and 2 (and similar results reported by Whalen et al., 2018) was most likely an
artifact of averaging over participants with very different prior beliefs about the relative value
of independent evidence. When participants in Experiment 3 expressed an a priori prefer-
ence for independent over dependent social information, their subsequent responses in the
belief-updating task were not overly conservative. This group showed updating in response
to independent and dependent social testimony that generally conformed to the Whalen et al.
(2018) Bayesian account.

Notably, this subgroup was in a minority. Nearly two-thirds of participants preferred depen-
dent over independent evidence or expressed no preference. These participants updated their
beliefs in the urn tasks after receiving social testimony but gave similar weight to dependent
and independent testimonies.

This result reinforces previous findings that have found heterogeneity in peoples’ beliefs
about the value of independent over dependent social evidence (e.g., Pilditch et al., 2020;
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Yousif et al., 2019). Our work, however, goes further than previous studies by showing how
individuals’ prior beliefs about the value of different types of evidence lead to different pat-
terns of belief revision.

An important question that remains is the source of these different priors. One possibility is
that individuals were prompted by our demonstration of the differences between independent
and dependent evidence in the earlier stage of Experiment 3. That is, some participants may
have learned about the value of independent evidence from this demonstration, rather than
having this belief prior to the commencement of the experiment. According to this account,
the “independence endorsers” were those who better understood the training demonstration
and were better able to apply the relevant principles in the subsequent belief updating task.
Of course, what still needs to be explained is why some participants learned more from these
examples than others.5

Alternately, the justifications provided by participants in Experiment 3 for endorsing inde-
pendent or sequential information suggest that, in some cases, individuals may have more
enduring beliefs about the relative value of these types of evidence. Those who endorsed
independent evidence often cited the advantage of receiving judgments from informants who
were not influenced by others. In contrast, many of those who endorsed the sequential option
believed that this provides “more information.” That is, they saw sequential testimony as
involving a combination of objective evidence in the form of the ball received by the infor-
mant and the informant’s helpful judgment about the most likely source urn.

One way of examining the impact of such beliefs in future work would involve varying
the explanations provided for why informants in the sequential chain report the same judg-
ment as previous informants. One type of explanation could emphasize that such repetition is
based on confidence in previous judgments (e.g., “Friends in the chain listen to the first friend
because that friend has lots of experience with these tasks”). An alternative condition could
explain the repetition of earlier judgments as being due to peer pressure (e.g., “Friends in the
chain listen to the first friend because they want to fit in with their friend”). These alternate
explanations should, respectively, increase or decrease reliance on sequential information in
the belief updating task.

Differences in prior beliefs about the value of independent and dependent evidence may
also be linked to established individual differences in the propensity to use social evidence
when making judgments (Mesoudi, Chang, Murray, & Lu, 2015; Molleman, van den Berg, &
Weissing, 2014). For example, in a stock investment game, Toelch, Bruce, Newson, Richer-
son, and Reader (2014) presented individuals with both a private hint (e.g., received a tip to
invest in stock A) and a social hint (e.g., partner suggests investing in stock B). Although
there were clear aggregate trends (e.g., people were more likely to copy the social hint
when the private hint was known to be unreliable), some individuals relied on the social
hint more often than others. Individual differences in the propensity to value independent evi-
dence may also be related to other variables that have been shown to predict some forms of
Bayesian reasoning, such as numerical ability (e.g., Brase & Hill, 2017) or cognitive reflection
(e.g., Sirota et al., 2014).

Distinguishing between these various accounts of why people may have different beliefs
about the relative value of independent and dependent evidence is a key goal for future
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research. These accounts carry different implications for our ability to improve the way
that people make judgments based on social evidence. If the individual differences we
identified are primarily due to understanding of the training examples provided, then there
are prospects for increasing sensitivity to evidence dependence through more extensive
training. One method that may be worth trialing is to include participants as members of
the information chain—giving them first-hand experience of how data are received and
passed on in the independent and sequential scenarios. Related work has shown that asking
participants to play the role of a generator of “fake news” increases subsequent sensitiv-
ity in distinguishing between factual and fictional media accounts (Roozenbeek & van der
Linden, 2019).

5.2. Implications for Bayesian models of belief revision

Participant judgments in each experiment were compared against the normative standard
provided by Whalen et al.’s (2018) Bayesian model of social learning. This model is useful in
quantifying the uncertainty inherent in social testimony compared to directly observed private
evidence as well as in quantifying how the redundancy in sequential testimony reduces its evi-
dential weight compared to independent testimony. Although the “independence endorsers” in
Experiment 3 integrated evidence in a manner consistent with this Bayesian model, a majority
of participants did not.

Our findings suggest that the Whalen et al. (2018) Bayesian model only describes the
beliefs and reasoning of a subgroup of participants (i.e., those who acknowledge that inde-
pendent information should carry more weight). In contrast, when participants believe that
sequential information is inherently more valuable, the Whalen et al. (2018) model does not
apply. This is a good illustration of the general point that Bayesian models like Whalen et al.
(2018) are better thought of as descriptive theories of how some individuals might reason
rather than as normative or prescriptive models that apply to all (cf. Tauber, Navarro, Perfors,
& Steyvers, 2017).

We also note that an alternative approach to modeling information cascades was suggested
by Schöbel, Rieskamp, and Huber (2016), and that this model might provide a way of captur-
ing the reasoning of people with different prior beliefs about the relative value of independent
and sequential evidence. Like Whalen et al. (2018), their model follows Bayesian principles
but incorporates an explicit “social importance” parameter that corresponds to the relative
weight placed on social information compared with private information. To extend this model
to the current studies, we would have to assume that the social influence parameter is set at a
higher value for those individuals who endorse sequential over independent information.

A more general implication here is that future development of Bayesian models of judg-
ment based on social evidence must consider individuals’ subjective causal models of how
informant testimony was generated (cf. Hayes, Hawkins, Newell, Pasqualino, & Rehder,
2014; Szollosi & Newell, 2020). For example, the assumption of recursive Bayesian reasoning
does not always seem to be appropriate: individuals who preferred sequential information did
not seem to believe that later informants simply copied the judgments of earlier informants.
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One caveat to our conclusions is that they may only apply to situations in which informants
provide corroborating evidence. In these situations, the Bayesian model is clear—independent
testimony provides more evidential weight than sequential testimony. However, there are
cases where dependent testimony can become more valuable than independent testimony,
such as when informants disagree (e.g., Pilditch et al., 2020). Future research could therefore
examine how people’s beliefs about independent versus sequential evidence, and their belief
updating in the balls-and-urns task, compare with Bayesian model predictions in cases where
dependence is expected to promote greater belief revision than independence.

5.3. Generalizing to more complex social scenarios

In our balls-and-urns task, we attempted to hold constant factors such as informant relia-
bility and intentions by describing all informants as equally well-informed and helpful. We
see this as a strength of the current design, in that it allows us to examine the effect of depen-
dence between social information separately from considerations of informant expertise and
motives. Outside the laboratory, however, these factors undoubtedly contribute to the way
people interpret and use social information. When people believe that informants share the
same information because they share a common motivation to persuade the listener (e.g., to
buy a particular product), then this information is more likely to be discounted (Mercier &
Miton, 2019). Madsen et al. (2019) have also shown that informants who repeat information
provided by others may be perceived as less reliable or expert. Future work could therefore
build on the current studies by systematically manipulating factors such as the motives and
perceived expertise of the informants in independent and sequential evidence sequences.

6. Conclusions

Most Bayesian models of the judgment under uncertainty (e.g., Whalen et al., 2018) assume
that we should give more weight to social testimony generated from independent sources than
sources where the testimony of an informant depends on that of other informants. In three
experiments using a social version of the balls-and-urns task, we found that although people
do update their beliefs as they receive new testimony, they often showed similar patterns of
updating based on independent and sequentially dependent evidence. A notable exception to
these trends was found in a subgroup that expressed an explicit preference for independent
over sequential testimony—and who subsequently showed more belief revision from inde-
pendent evidence.

These results highlight the difficulty that people often experience in discriminating between
the implications of independent social evidence and evidence subject to more subtle forms of
social dependency. They also highlight the pressing need for future models of human judg-
ment to incorporate individual differences in learners’ assumptions about the implications of
independent and dependent data. A failure to recognize such differences may lead to unnec-
essarily pessimistic conclusions about people’s ability to adjust their judgments in response
to dependent and independent evidence.
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Notes

1 Equation 2 represents the probability matching version of this model. In the maximiz-
ing model, informants instead deterministically support the hypothesis with the greatest
posterior probability. Whalen et al. (2018) found that the probability matching model
provided better fit to participant data and we therefore assume a probability matching
model from hereon. Adopting the maximizing model would result in larger predicted
differences between independent and sequential conditions, but the same qualitative pat-
terns (see https://osf.io/qng93/).

2 We deemed these “medium” width priors to be more suitable than the other “wide”
and “ultrawide” options available, because model predictions and Whalen et al.’s (2018)
empirical findings suggested that any effect of dependency on likelihood ratings would
be relatively small. We did however test the robustness of the results across priors. We
repeated the analyses that examined a main effect of dependency, using a range of smaller
r values corresponding to narrower priors. This generally weakened the evidence in
favor of the null hypothesis but in no case did it result in evidence for the alternative
hypothesis. Likewise, analyses that favored the alternative hypothesis with the default
prior never favored the null hypothesis with narrower priors. Full details are available at
https://osf.io/qng93/

3 Phillips and Edwards (1966) provided a formal account of why payoffs combined with
a log-odds scale would increase Bayesian responding. However there is a less formal
reason for expecting that adding payoffs for correct responding may lead to more extreme
probability estimates. In the current design, participants were not given explicit feedback
about what constituted a “correct” response. Given that only one urn could have been
selected, they may nevertheless have intuited that the correct response had to be at one
of the extreme ends of the response scale. We thank an anonymous reviewer for pointing
this out.

4 Given the novelty of this finding, we felt a replication was required. In a follow-up exper-
iment with N = 190 online participants who had not participated in any of our previ-
ous experiments, participants again showed distinct preferences for independent and/or
sequential testimony. In a subsequent balls-and-urns task, only those who endorsed the
value of independent information showed different patterns of belief updating to inde-

https://osf.io/qng93/
https://osf.io/qng93/
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pendent and sequential testimony, in line with Bayesian model predictions. Details are
available at https://osf.io/qng93/.

5 A related argument is that, after expressing a preference for independent or sequen-
tial evidence, participants felt obligated to respond in a consistent manner in the belief
updating task. While this is possible, we also found clear exceptions such as in the three-
informant condition. In this case, some participants expressed a preference for indepen-
dent evidence but did not show evidence of giving more weight to that evidence in the
subsequent urns task.
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available at https://osf.io/qng93/.
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